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An infinite hierarchy of deterministic context free languages is introduced. The hierarchy 
is defined by the number of accepting configurations required by deterministic pushdown 
automata recognizing the languages. The hierarchy is related to some well-known language 
families. As a consequence we get “relative closure” results for certain subfamilies of the 
deterministic languages. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we discuss an infinite hierarchy of deterministic context free languages 
defined by the number of accepting configurations required by deterministic pushdown 
automata recognizing them. This hierarchy is related to the language families d,, and d, 
as discussed in [4], and U!(O) as described in [2]. As an interesting consequence we get 
a “relative closure” result for the d, andLR(0) families as follows. IfL, , L, are languages 
in d, (respectively LR(0)) then if L, n L, is a  deterministic context free language it must 
also be in d, (respectively LR(0)). 
The paper is organized as follows. The remainder of Section 1 introduces some of the 
definitions and notations which are required. Next we introduce, in Section 2, a  hierarchy 
of languages using a model similar to a finite state machine. This hierarchy includes 
languages which are not context free. 
In Section 3 we obtain families of deterministic languages as a restriction of the hierarchy 
presented in Section 2. We  then characterize these families in terms of the properties 
of DPDAs accepting the languages. In particular we show that the jth family in our 
hierarchy is the family of all languages accepted by a DPDA with no more than j accepting 
configurations. This result is then used in Section 4 to obtain some interesting conse- 
quences. 
It is necessary to have the terminology to deal with deterministic pushdown automata, 
cf. [3, 41. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A deterministic pushdown automata (abbreviated DPDA) is a  7-tuple 
M  = (Q, z: r, 4  40, Zo , F) 
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where Q is a finite nonempty set, Z and r are two alphabets, qO E Q, Z,, E r, F C Q and 6 
is a partial function 
S:Qx.Z/,xra+Qxr* 
with the property that for any q E Q and Z E r, 6(q, /1, Z) # @ implies S(q, a, Z) = o 
for all a E Z. 
Next we must describe how a DPDA moves. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let M = (Q, 2, r, 6, qO , Z, , F) be a DPDA and let 9 = Q x r*. 
An element of 1 is called a configuration. 
Foreachq,q’EQ,aEZ1 II , OL, /3 E r* and Z E r we write (q, &) -+k (q’, @) if and only 
if S(q, 4 Z> = (q’, 8); read “M moves from configuration (q, CXZ) to configuration 
(q’, $3) while reading a”. M may be omitted whenever understood. We extend this by 
writing 
(i) for all c E 9, c --+ c and 
(ii) if c -+$I c1 and c1 -+z* cs then c -G~*z c, . 
Sometimes we use the word derivation when referring to a move like c --+z c’. c, = 
(q,, , 2,) is the initial con$guration. A configuration (q, y) is said to be reachable if there 
exists some x E ,E* such that (qO , Z,) -+z (q, y). 
We now endow a DPDA with an ability to define, or accept, certain languages over its 
input alphabet. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let M = (Q, 2, I’, 6, q. , Z,, , F). For a given KC I’* define the 
language T(M, K) 5 z* as follows: 
T(M, K) = {w E ,??* 1 (qO , Z,) -& (q, a) for some q E F and 01 E K}. 
A configuration of the form (q, a) where q E F and ol E K is called an accepting 
conjiguratiun. 
Two configurations c and c’ are said to be equivalent (denoted c 3 c’) if 
{W/CA (q, IX) for some q E F and CL E K} 
= (w 1 c’ -2 (q, a) for some q EF and 01 E K}. 
In particular let 
To(M) = WC r*>, 
T,(M) = WC 0, 
T,(M) = T(M, A). 
For i E (0, 1,2}, let d, = {T,(M) j M is a DPDA}. By [4], d, is the family of strict 
deterministic languages, while da is the collection of deterministic languages, cf. [3, 4, 
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5, lo]. d, has only been briefly studied in [4]. A, is a particularly important family because, 
among other reasons, each L E A,, can be mapped into A, by “endmarking”, i.e. L -+ La. 
Next we recall some concepts regarding relations. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let R be a relation on X (i.e. R C X x X). Then R is an equivalence 
relation if R is 
(i) rejexive: for every a E X, (a, a) E R. 
(ii) symmetric: for every a, b E X, (a, b) E R implies that (b, a) E R. 
(iii) transitive: for every a, b, c E X, if (a, b) E R and (b, c) E R then (a, c) E R. 
DEFINITION 1.5. rk(R), the rank of equivalence relation R, is the number of equiva- 
lence classes induced by R. 
DEFINITION 1.6. Let R be an equivalence relation on Z*. R is a right congruence 
reZation if xRy implies that for any word z E Z*, (xz) R( yz), i.e. 
(x, y) E R * (Vz E Z*) (xz, yz) E R. 
2. U-AUTOMATA AND THE HIERARCHY THEY INDUCE 
We define a model of computation which will play an important role in obtaining a 
hierarchy of deterministic languages. A similar model was used by Salomaa [S]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. An Unbounded-automaton (U-automaton for short) is a 5-tuple 
A = (Q, Z, 6, qO , F) where 
(i) Q is a countable non-empty set of states, 
(ii) .?3 is a finite non-empty set of inputs, 
(iii) 6 is a function from Q x Z into Q called the direct transition function, 
(iv) q,, E Q is the initial state, 
(v) F _C Q is the set of @al states. 
Note that this is a generalization of the definition of a finite automaton. Here Q and F 
may be infinite sets. 
We use the same conventions as in finite automata theory when we discuss the extension 
of S to strings in Z* ,acceptance of a language, etc. 
Next we note that despite the deterministic nature of U-automata, they are extremely 
powerful. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let L C Z* be any language. Then there exists an U-automaton A, such 
that L = T(A,) 
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Proof Let A, = (QL , .Z, 6,) qO , F) where QL = Z*, qO = A, F = L and 6, is 
defined, for all x E Z* and a E ,Z as 8,(x, a) = xa Clearly then, for each x, y E Z* and 
in particular rp( y) = &,(A, y) = y so that T(A,) = {y ( rp( y) EF} = F = L 1 
Note that Lemma 2.1 does not even require that the language be recursively enumerable. 
Next we discuss two relations on strings. The first is well known from the investigation 
of regular sets (cf. [6, 71) and the second was introduced by Geller and Harrison [2] and 
is defined here in a broader context. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let L C Z*. We define the right congruence relation induced by 
L, R, as follows: 
for each x, y E .E*, (x, y) E A, if and only if 
for all z E Z*, xz EL if and only if yx EL. 
The relative right congruence relation induced by L, RL is defined as 
R’,=R,nL XL. 
R, plays an important role in finite automata theory. Nerode’s Theorem [6] shows, 
among other things, that L is regular if and only if rk(RJ is finite. 
The following definitions are adapted from finite automata theory [3, 71. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let A = (Q, &6, qO , F) b e a U-automaton. States q, q’ EQ are 
said to be equivalent (written q = q’) if and only if for every x E Z*, 6(q, x) EF if and 
only if 6(q’, X) E F. If q, q’ E Q are not equivalent then any x E Z* such that exactly one 
of 6(q, x) is in F, is said to distinguish q and q’. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let A = (Q, Z, 6, qO , F) b e a U-automaton. A is reduced if and 
only if for all q, q’ E Q, q = q’ implies q = q’. 
The following result characterizes the connection between R, and RL . Since the proof 
is straightforward, it is omitted. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let L C .I? and suppose t = Z* -L. Then R, = RL v Ri and 
R;.nR;:= 0. 
We can restate the lemma as follows. 
COROLLARY. For all L C Z* 
rk(R,) = rk(R;) + rk(Ri). 
Next we present a generalization of a result in finite automata theory. 
LEMMA 2.3. For each L & Z*, rk(R,) (respectively, rk(RJ) ‘is equal to the smallest 
number of (respectively, final) states in a U-automaton accepting L. 
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Proof. We present two construction that establish the result. They are taken from 
the proof of Nerode’s Theorem [3, 6, 71 and h ence will not be described in much detail. 
First IetL C Z*. Then define A, = (Q, Z, 6, q0 , F) as follows: Q  -I {[x]~~}, q,, = [AIRL , 
F = {[x]sL 1 x EL} = {[x]~;} and for all x  E .Z*, a E Z, S([X]~, , a) = [.~a]~~. It can be 
shown that L = T(A,). It follows that smallest number of (final) states in a C-automaton 
accepting L is bounded above by rk(R,) (rk(RL)). 
Then suppose A = (Q, Z, 6, qo, F) is a U-automaton with the smallest number of 
(final) states such that L = T(A). We can define a relation R as follows: For each X, 
y  E 2*, (x, y) E R if and only if S(q, , X) = B(q, , y). It is easy to see that R is a right 
congruence relation and that R C R, . Letting R’ = R n (L x L) we get R’ C R;, , and 
R’ is a right congruence relation. Hence rk(R) > rk(R,) and rk(R’) > rk(RL). But by 
definition rk(R) < I Q  ( and rk(R’) < 1 F 1. It follows that the smallest number of (final) 
states in a U-automaton accepting L is bounded below by rk(R,) (rk(RJ). 1 
The next lemma establishes a hierarchy of languages, 
LEMMA 2.4. For each i and j, i > j 3 I there exists a regular language L,,, Z a* .such 
that rk(R,, ,) = i and rk(RLi ,) = j. 
Proof. For each i and j, i > j > 1 define L,,j = (ar+li i 0 < 1 < j and m ,? 01. 
To prove the lemma we will present a U-automaton Aj, j with i states, j final states and 
we will show that A,,$ accepts L,,j and is reduced. Let A,.j = (Qi , {a}, ai, 0, F,) where 
Qj - (0, l,..., i - I}, F, = (0, l,..., j - I} and for 0 ,( k  < i, i$(k, a) = k ~- I mod i. 
It is not hard to see that for every E and m such that 0 < I < i and m > 0, 6(0, u’ ‘I~‘) =-~ 1. 
Hence T(A,,,) = {at j 0 < 6(0, a’) <j} = {azrnli 0 < 2 <j, m 3 O> = L,,j 
To see that A,,j is reduced we will show that for each two states k, , k, , 0 2:~; k, , 
k, < i, there exists a string a k, K > 0 that distinguishes k, from K, . Without loss of 
generality assume k, < k, . We consider three cases. 
Case I. O<kk,<k,<j. Let k=j-&. Then 0 = 0 -C 0 < k, t (j - h,) == 
k,+k=j~t(k,-kk,)<j+O=j and k2+k=k,--j-kk, = j<i. Thus 
ai(k, , u") E Fj but Si(ka , a”) 4 Fj . 
Case2. O~~k,<j~K,<i.Letk=O.ThenO~k,--K=k,<jandj<k, :- 
k  r- k  2 ( i. Thus states k, and k, are distinguished. 
Case 3. j -s: k, < k, < i. Let k  = i - k, . Then j = j + 0 < k, c  (i - k2) 1 
k, + k = i + (k, - k2) < i and k, + k = i, i mod i = 0 < j. Thus 6(/z, , aL’) & Fi 
while ai(k, , ak) = OFF,. 
We conclude that for each k, and k, , 0 < k, , k, < i there exists some k ;S 0 such that 
exactly one of &(k, , ak) and Sj(k, , Us) is in Fj . So k, and k, are indeed distinguishable. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. a 
We will be interested in a restriction of the hierarchy described by Lemma 2.4. \Ve 
define families of languages as follows. 
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DEFINITION 2.5. Let Z be a finite alphabet. For each j > 1 define 9j = (L C Z* 1 
rk($) <j>. 
The main result of the section can now be stated. 
THEOREM 2.1. (i) ,@ # Z1 s Zs$ ... 
(ii) For each j 3 1 there exists a regular language L which is in Z9+1 but not in S$. 
Proof. (ii) follows from Lemma 2.4 using L = Lj+z,j+l . (Recall that L,,j is defined 
for i > j > 1.) (i) is a direct consequence of (ii). 1 
3. RESTRICTION TO DETERMINISTIC LANGUAGES 
Section 2 established a hierarchy of languages defined by the number of final states 
in a U-automaton accepting them. In this section we obtain a hierarchy of deterministic 
languages defined by the number of accepting configurations in a DPDA accepting them. 
First we define families of deterministic languages. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let Z be a finite alphabet. For j >, 1 define 9j = Zi n d, , where 
d, is the family of all deterministic languages. 
Next a hierarchy is obtained as in Section 2. 
LEMMA 3.1. m #qg9sg... 
Proof. The lemma is a direct result of Theorem 2.1, Definition 3.1 and the fact that 
all the regular languages are contained in .4, . 1 
The families 9j are defined in terms of rk(RI). W e would like to have a characterization 
that will more closely reflect the way DPDAs accept these languages. 
As a first step we want to show that A, is exactly the family of languages that are in z?B~ 
for somej >, I. This is essentially the result of Theorem 4.5 of [2]. We will prove it here 
using a modified version of Valiant’s regularity test. 
Familiarity with [lo] is required since we use many of the concepts from that paper. 
We repeat here only the most relevant definitions. 
Valiant’s choice of symbols is different from ours. Since our presentation closely follows 
his, we try to transliterate the names in a consistent fashion. The following table provides 
the correspondence between the two systems of notation. 
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Let M = (Q, 2, r, 4 qo, zo, F) b eaDPDA. Ifc = (4, or)forsomeqEQandocET* 
then / 01 j is the height of c, denoted 1 c I. 
DEFINITION 3.2. All the following definitions are assumed to be with respect to some 
particular derivation c +” ct. c1 is a stacking(+) configuration in the derivation if and only 
if it is not followed subsequently by any configuration of height < 1 c, I. It is a popping 
(p-) con$guration if and only if it is not preceded by any configuration of height < / c1 !. 
A derivation is a stacking derivation (c t (x) c’) if and only if c is an s-configuration in it, 
a popping derivation (c 4 (x) c’) if and only f i c’ is a p-configuration in it. An index set N 
is an ordered sequence of nonnegative integers. It induces segments aij in a stack 01, where 
aij is the substring of 01 from the (i + I)-st letter to thejth inclusive, and i, j E N. N also 
induces s- or p-configuration in a derivation, namely those of heights i -I- 1, and i respec- 
tively, if defined, for each i E N. See Figure 3.1 and 3.2. 
By definition, in any derivation there can be at most one s-configuration, and one p- 
configuration, of any given height. If i < j then the string xij will denote that substring 
of x read in the part of the derivation from the s-configuration of height i -+ 1 to the 
one of height j -t 1. Notice that if these two have the same state and top of stack symbol, 
then by iterating the substring xij in the input k times, we obtain configurations like c’, 
but with the stack segment olij iterated k times in the stack. If i <j then xji will denote 
that substring of x read from the p-configuration of heightj to the one of height i. Where 
defined, it will be convenient to say that in the x derivation “the string xiipops the segment 
aij .” (9, a) =z c J (x)c’ is a j-derivation with respect to N if and only if fewer than j 
segments of OL induced by pairs of integers consecutive in N, are popped by nonnull 
substrings of s. 
The segment a’ is I-invisibb in (4, ~‘a”) with respect to N if and only if for any 4’ 











Input r ead 
FIG. 3.1. Stacking derivations: c t (xmi)cl t (xi&2 f (x&‘, c’ = (Q’, or), oi = &,P+% , ~1 = 
(ql , @Y,<) is an s-configuration, c 2 = (q2 , pmmiaii) is an s-configuration, c = (q, 8). If qi = qz and 
B%, ‘I’ = /&,p): then c t (X,,$,Xj,)(q’, j3am&ajJ. 





X’ Input 2 read 
X 
FIG. 3.2. Popping derivations: c 1 (x)c’, x’ pops a’. If fewer than j segments of x are nonnull 
then this is a j-derivation. 
Z-invisible then the configurations (n, U’OI”) and (4, arcs”) may only be distinguished 
(i.e. the existence of 01’ on the stack may only be detected) by derivations that are not 
Z-derivations. In other words, only derivations that pop at least 2 disjoint segments of 2 
by nonnull input strings may distinguish (Q, (YOI’OL”) and (Q, CCL”). 
(Y is null-transparent if and only if for all q, q’ E Q, 
If 01 is null-transparent then if (q, a) J (A)(q’, A) then for all m 3 1, (q, C) 4 (A)(q’, A). 
Thus if one copy of OL in a stack (c+P) is popped by A then so are all the rest, and the state 
that is finally reached will be independent of m. 
For a discussion of Z-invisible and null transparent segments see [9, lo]. 
Next we prove a lemma that will enable us to obtain the result about A, . The lemma 
essentially strengthens the main claim of Theorem 4 in Valiant [lo]. Valiant shows that 
if c = (q, a) is a reachable configuration with a large height then either there exists an 
equivalent shorter configuration or there is an infinite set of pair-wise inequivalent con- 
figurations. We include the requirement that all the configurations in that infinite set 
have the state q. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let M be a DPDA. There exists a number t (depending upon M) such that 
for each reachable conjguration c of M with height greater than t either 
(i) there exists a reachable conjiguration c’ with smaller height so that c’ is equivalent 
to c or 
(ii) there is an infinite collection of pairwise inequivalent reachable configurations all 
having the same state as c. 
Proof. We follow the proof of Theorem 4 of [lo] very closely. 
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Suppose c = (Q, a), j ol j = n > t. c, -9 c. Valiant constructs configuration c’ = 
(4, ~lo~cx~,Jl where OL = ~b~c++ , and olii is j Q 1 / Q 1 !-invisible in c. Assuming c z+ c’, 
Valiant produces configurations c1 , c2 , c; and ci such that it is impossible that both 
c1 = c2 and c; = cl . Without loss of generality it is assumed that c1 f c2 . Valiant also 
presents the strings xok , xKm , x,, , ynm and ymk in ,YY* 2 such that x = x,,~x~~,,x,,,~ . It is 
shown that c 4 (mm) c2 ad c2 4 (Y~,A cl . c1 and c2 have the same state, say q1 E Q 
and also the same top of the stack symbol. Then c1 = (ql , (~0~) and c2 = (ql , aOk~krr,), 
c = (4, 01u~~~~~,,), so (q, a,, 4 (~~d(q~ , 4 and (a , Q,A j. ( yd(ql , 4. We define, 
for each Y > 0, co(y) = (q, CL~~LY;,~~,,) and cl(r) = (ql , CX~~OL&).~ Then, for each Y > 0, 
cr --t2r&m2mn c,,(r), C,,(Y) j, ( ynm) cl(y) and for all 1 3 0, c,(Z A Y) j. ( y~~z~) cl(y). Note that 
c1 = c,(O) and c2 = c,(l). 
Claim 1. For all Y > 0, cl(y) f cl(y + 1). 
Proof of Claim 1. Let Y > 0. cl(r + 1) 4 (yLk) c,(O) == c1 and cl(y f 1) j. (y;J 
cl( 1) = c2 . Since c1 + c2 we must conclude that cl(y) + cl(y + 1). 
Let Z0 be the length of a shortest string distinguishing c,(O) == c1 and cl( 1) =: c., . 
Claim 2. For all 1 > Z,, , c,(l) f cl(Z + 1). 
Proof of Claim 2. Suppose that for some Z > Z0 , c,(l) = cl(Z +- 1). cl( 1) 4 (ym,J cl(O) 
and cl(Z + 1) 4 (ylk) c,(Z) so it follows that c,(Z) = cl(O). Let z be any string of length I, 
that distinguishes cl(O) and c,(l). z must distinguish c,(Z) and cl(Z + 1) but / z ! = 
1, < min(Z, 1-t 1) and by Lemma 2 of Valiant [lo] and the fact that orlim is null transparent, 
z cannot distinguish them. The contradiction proves the claim. 
From Claim 2 and the fact that q,(y) --+1~,,& c,(l) and c&Z -t Y) -Yn&G’ cl(Z -+ 1) it 
follows that C,,(Y) + c,,(Z + r) for all Y 3 1 and 1 > 1, . 
Finally we conclude that {c,,(d(Z, + 1) + 1) / d > 0} is an infinite family of pairwise 
inequivalent reachable configurations whose state is the same as that of c. 
We have shown that if (i) of the lemma does not hold, then (ii) must be true. 1 
We will need the following result about Z-invisible segments. It essentially shows that 
Z-invisible segments depend only on the top portion of the stack and the state. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let Z > 0. Suppose c = (q, o~ti’ti”), cl = (q, OL~(T’(Y”) and let N and Nl 
be two index sets with the property that when N and Nl are applied to c and cl respectivelv 
they induce the same segments in OI’LY”. 
Then 01’ is Z-invisible in c with respect to N if and only if 01‘ is Z-invisible in cl with respect 
to Nl . 
Proof. Follows from the definition of Z-invisible segments and the fact that (q, MX’O~“) 4 
(x)(q’, acu’) if and only if (q, OL,OL’~“) J,(x)(q’, 01~01’). l 
Another result we will need relates the relation RL and configurations in a DPDA 
accepting L. 
’ In Valiant [lo], c = (s, w) and c’ = (s, wgiwin). 
L Called a,,* , akrn , aRIn , yn’nm and yma in [IO]. 
3 PJew configurations not used in [IO]. 
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LEMMA 3.4. Let M = (Q, Z: r, 6, q,, , Z,, , F) and L = T(M). Suppose M has j 
pairwise inequivalent reachable accepting conJgurations. Then rk(RJ >, j. 
Proof. Let ci , c2 ,..., ci be pairwise inequivalent reachable accepting configurations. 
Then there exist x1 , x2 ,..., xj EL so that (4s , Z,,) -& ci for all i, 1 < i <j. Also, for 
each 1 < ii , iz < j, there exists yili, E .E* such that if ci -+%ig c and ci, -+%ip c’ then 
exactly one of c, c’ is an accepting configuration (i.e., yili, ii a string distinguishing cil and 
Ci,). It follows that for all 1 < i1 , i, < j, (xi, , xi,) $ RI SO rk(RL) > j. 1 
We now restate Theorem 4.5 of [2] which characterizes d, by the rank of the relative 
right congruence relation. 
THEOREM 3.1. A, = & 9j , i.e., A, is exactly the family of all deterministic languages 
L for which rk(RL) isJinite. 
Proof. Geller and Harrison [2] prove that if L E A, then RL is finite. 
For the converse let L E 9j for some j > 1. Then rk(R3 = j and L is accepted by a 
DPDA M = (Q, E, r, 6, p,, , Z,, , F). Let t be the bound from Lemma 3.2, and suppose 
(q, CY) is a reachable accepting configuration with 1 ol \ = n > t. Let c’ be the configuration 
obtained from c by removing a 1 Q 1 ( Q / !-invisible segment. Suppose c + c’. Then, by 
Lemma 3.2, there exists an infinite set of pairwise inequivalent reachable accepting 
configurations. But by Lemma 3.4 this implies that R;, has infinite rank. The contra- 
diction establishes that c = c’. 
By Lemma 3.3 the computation of the / Q / ( Q ( !-invisible segment, needed to obtain 
c’, depends only on the top t symbols of 01 (and, of course, q). So we can precompute all 
the relevant / Q ( 1 Q ( !-invisible segments and store them. 
We now construct a DPDA M’. M’ simulates M, remembering whether or not the 
stack is of height less than t. Whenever M enters a final state and the stack has more than t 
symbols M’ pops the top t symbols. Using a precomputed table M’ eliminates the 
) Q / 1 Q / !-invisible segment and pushes the resulting string back on the stack. This 
process is repeated if the stack is still of height greater than t. 
In order to keep track of the stack height M’ uses a two-track stack. The second track 
contains a number between 1 and t (the height of the stack up to that point) or a special 
symbol for stack height greater than t. 
M’ accepts only when the stack is of height at most t. By Lemma 3.2 and this construc- 
tion M’ accepts the same language as M. 
Finally, a DPDA M” that accepts with a single symbol on its stack may be constructed 
to simulate M’. It encodes t stack symbols of M’ by one symbol. 1 
Theorem 3.1 gives a “collective” characterization of all languages that are in .9j for 
some j 3 1. We would like to sharpen this result by giving a precise characterization of 9j 
for any j > 1. 
First we need a technical lemma about DPDAs. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let LEA,. Then L = T,(M) = T(M, (Z,}) for some DPDA M = 
(Q, 2, r, 6, qO, Z, , F) where Zf~ r (i.e., L = T,(M) and for all q E F and w E .?Y*, 
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(40 f -&I> --Fw (q, 2) implies Z = Z,). Moreover all the configurations of the form (q, Z,) 
fey q E F are reachable. 
Proof. Let L E d, . Then L = T,(M’) = T(M’, r) for some DPDA M’ = (Q’, E, 
r’, a’, q; , Zi , F’). First we construct an equivalent DPDA M” whose stack alphabet is 
composed of symbols that are allowed only on the bottom of the stack and symbols that 
are allowed only elsewhere. Formally let M” = (Q’, 2, I” u f’, a”, qi , &, F’) where 
I-’ = {Z 1 z E r’} . is a set of new symbols, and for all q E Q ’, a E ,YA and Z E r’ if 
6’(q, a, Z) = (p, y) for some p E Q ’, y E r’* then S”(q, a, Z) = (p, y) and Y(q, a, z) =-- 
(p, 7) where 7 is defined as 
if y-/l 
if y  = Yyr 
with E’ E r. 
It is easy to verify that (qO , Z;) +& (q, ZCX) if and only if (qO , z:) -+$ (q, .&). Hence 
L = T(M”, r’) and f or each reachable configuration (q, o(), ol E f’r’*. It follows that 
the stack is of height one if and only if the top of the stack is a symbol in r’. This helps 
M” “know” when it is in an accepting configuration. 
Next we construct another equivalent DPDA M = (Q, 2, r, 6, q,!, 2;) F) where 
Q  -= Q ’ u F, F = {(q, Z) E F’ x p’ j (q, Z) is reachable},4 r = r’ u fi’ u {Z,}, Z, is a 
new symbol, and 6 is defined as follows. 
(i) 6(q, a, Z) = X’(q, a, Z) for all a E 2A and q E Q ’, Z E r’ u r’ such that (q, Z) $F 
(ii) 6(q, fl, Z) = ((q, Z), Z,) for all (q, z) EF 
(iii) 6((q, Z), a, Z,) = 6”(q, a,Z)forall(q,Z)~Fanda~2’~. 
M simulates M” using moves of type (i). Whenever M” enters a (reachable) accepting 
configuration (q, Z) M makes a cl-move (of type (ii)) to the coresponding final state 
(q, Z) (which encodes both the state and stack of M”) and places Z, as the only symbol 
in the stack. If the input has not been consumed, computation may continue using a type 
(iii) move to simulate the next step, followed by moves of type (i). 
It can be shown that for each q E F’, Z E r’ and w E 2* (q; , Zi) -G ((q, Z), Z,) if and 
only if (qh , 2;) -+&- (q, Z), and that M may be in a state (q, Z) EF only when its stack 
contains Z, alone. Hence L = T,(M) = T(M, {Z,}). 
By definition of F and the way M simulates M” it is clear that ((q, Z), Z,) is reachable 
for each (q, z) EF. 1 
Note that we could construct a DPDA that accepts L with only one final state using K 
special accepting stack symbols. In this case the symbol on the stack encodes the state 
and stack of A4”. 
The next result sharpens that of Theorem 3.1. It will not be necessary to use results 
from Valiant [lo] to prove this next theorem. We will only need Theorem 3.1 itself. 
* Note that it is decidable whether or not (q, 2) is reachable. Simply construct a DPDA identical 
to &I” but with only one accepting configuration (q, 2) and check for emptiness. 
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THEOREM 3.2. For each j > 1, 9, is the family of languages accepted by a DPDA with 
at most j reachable accepting configurations. 
Proof. Suppose L is accepted by a DPDA M = (Q, E, r, 6, q,, , 2, , F), i.e., L = 
T,(M), and suppose there are exactly j’ < j accepting configurations that are reachable. 
Denote them by (qi , ai) for 1 < i <j’ where qi EF and oli E r* for all i, 1 < i <j’. 
Define a U-automaton A as follows: A = (Q1 , 2, 6, , qol , FI) where Q1 = Q x r*, 
qO1 = (qO , Z,,), FI = {(qi , ai) / 1 < i < j’} and for all q E Q, y E r and a E .E, 
&((q, r), a> = (q’, Y’) if and only if (4, r) +a (q’, 7’) for some q’ E Q, y’ E r* where no 
cl-move can be made from (q’, r’). A is well defined (i.e., 6, is a function) since M is 
deterministic. It is not hard to show that T(A) = T,,(M) = L and since j FI j = j’ <j 
we can use Lemma 2.3 to see that L E zi . But L is known to be a deterministic language 
SOLE‘9j. 
Conversely suppose L E 9$ . We want to prove that L is accepted by a DPDA with at 
most j reachable accepting configurations. By Theorem 3.1 L E d, , so by Lemma 3.5 
L = T,(M) = T(M, (2,)) f or some DPDA M = (Q,Z, r, 6, q,,, Z,,, F) such that 
Z, E r and (q, Z,) is reachable for each q E F. Assume that among all DPDAs satisfying 
these conditions M has a smallest set of final states F. Let ( F / = k and suppose F = 
{fi *fi YVfJJ~ 
Define a relation R’ CL x L as follows: (x, y) E R’ if and only if (q,, , Z,) -+ (fi , Z,) 
and (q. , Z,) -+’ (fi , Z,) for some i, 1 < i < k (i.e., both x and y take M to the same 
accepting configuration (fi , Z,)). 
We can show that R’ C RL . Let (x, y) E R’. Then there exists i, 1 < i < k such that 
for all z E z*, q E Q and y E r*, (q,, , Z,,) -+ (fi , Z,) -+J (q, 7) if and only if (q,, , Z,,) --ty 
(fi , Z,) +z (q, y). It follows that for each .a E z*, xz EL if and only if yz EL. Hence 
(x, y) E RL and indeed R’ C RI. 
We proceed to prove that in fact R’ = RI . Assume, for the sake of contradiction, 
that R’ $ RL . Then there exist X, y EL such that (x, y) E RL but (x, y) $ R’. Then 
(q. , -G> ---t’ (fi , Zf) and (qO 1 ZO) -?I (fi, , Z,) where i # i’. But on the other hand for all 
z E E*, xz EL if and only if yz EL. Hence M operates the same way (with respect to 
acceptance) whether started in (fi , Z,) or (fit , Z,). So these are equivalent accepting 
configurations and may be merged. 
Formally we define a DPDA M’ = (Q, 2, r, a’, qO , Z,, , F’) where F’ = F - {qi,} 
and for all q E Q, a E .XA and Z E r if (q, Z) # (qi, , Z,) then 6’(q, a, Z) = 6(q, a, Z), 
6’(q,, , /1, Z,) = (qi , Z,). It is easy to verify that L = T,(M’) = T(M’, (Z,}) for some 
Z, E r and for all q E F’, (q, Z,) is reachable. But (F’ ( = /F / - I, contradicting the 
minimality of 1 F /. 
We have proven that R’ = RL . Hence K = rk(R’) = rk(RL). L E gj C & so rk(RJ <j. 
Hence M has K < j reachable accepting configurations. 1 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 provides yet another result. 
COROLLARY. Let L C 2* and j > 1. L E gi if and only ifL = T(M, {Z,}) = T,(M) 
for some DPDA M = (Q, Z: r, 6, qO , Z, , F) for which Z, E r and 1 F / < j. 
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4. SOME CONSEQUENCES OF THE HIERARCHY 
In this section we use the results of previous sections to prove certain properties of the 
families d, and LR(0). 
We show that the family LR(0) is precisely $I . In light of this fact we generalize 
the LR(0) language characterization theorem of [2]. We then prove a “conditional” 
closure result for both d, and LR(0) under intersection. The intersection of languages 
in these families remains in that family provided it is deterministic. We show a connec- 
tion between d, and regular sets. Finally we discuss a certain decidability question 
regarding d, . 
First, we note the connection between LR(0) languages, as discussed by Geller and 
Harrison [2], and our hierarchy. 
THEOREM 4.1. The family of LR(0) languages is exactly &L/1 .
Proof. Theorem 3.1 of Geller and Harrison [2] shows that the LR(0) family is 
exactly the family of all languages L such that L = T(M, {Z,}) = T(M, r) for some 
DPDA M = (Q, 4 C 6, qo $0 , F) f or which Z, E I’ and 1 F 1 = I. By the Corollary 
to Theorem 3.2 this is precisely 9i . f 
Theorem 3.1 of [2] gives a string characterization, a machine characterization and a 
set-theoretic characterization of the class of LR(0) languages. It is desirable to generalize 
that result for the class gj , j 3 0. A natural extension does exist for the string and 
machine characterizations. The set theoretic extension, however, requires some of the 
concepts recently introduced by Courcelle [l]. First, we introduce his generalization of 
the k-strict deterministic languages. 
DEFINITION. A k-tuple t = (L, , L, ,... , Lk) of languages is a k-strict deterministic 
Zanguage if there exists a strict deterministic grammar G = (V, JY, P, S) with strict 
partition x and if A, , A, ,... , A, E N, Ai # Ai, Ai :_ A, (mod n) for i #;i, such that 
Li y= {w E Z* / Ai 5 w> for each i, i = I, 2 ,..., k. 
Note that some Li may be empty, in which case A, is a useless nonterminal so G is 
not reduced. 
There is a stronger form of prefix-freeness. 
PROPOSITION 4. I. If t = (L, , L, ,..., Lk) is a k-strict deterministic language and x EL, . 
xyELjtheny=Aandi=j. 
The following result from [I] is required 
LEMMA 4.1. z== (L,,L, ,..., LJ is a k-strict determinisitic language if and only if 
there exists a DPDA M = (Q, z, r, 6, q. , Z, , F), F = {fi , fi ,..., fk} andfor i = 1, 2 ,..., 
k, Li = {w E zJC* 1 (q. , Z,) -+ (fi , A)}. 
Again if L, = ,B’ then (fi , A) is not reachable. 
We are now ready to characterize the gj . 
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THEOREM 4.2 (aj language characterization theorem). Let L C z* and j >, 1. The 
following three statements are equivalent. 
(a) L is in JPi . 
(b) L is a deterministic context free language and for y1 , yz ,,.., yj+l EL there exists 
iI , i, , 1 f iI < iz < j + 1 such that for all x E E+, yi,x EL if and only ifyiax EL. 
(c) There exists a DPDA A = (Q, 2, r, 6, q,, , 2,) F) where 1 F 1 <j und there 
exists 2, E I’ such that L = T(M, {Z,}) = T(M, I’) = {w E z* 1 (qO, Z,,) -+ (q, Z,) 
for some q E F}. 
(d) There exist j-strict deterministic languages &, , i& ,..., zj where I?~ = 
tLil 7 Li2 T-**? L,J for i = 0, l,..., j, such that 
L= u LOilLiliz ’ ’ ’ Lim-Ii, * 
ln>l 
lQ,.i,,....i,-g~ 
Proof. The corollary to Theorem 3.2 establishes the equivalence of (a) and (c). 
We now prove that (a) implies (b). We assume L E gj . Then L E d, and rk(RL) < j. 
It follows that for every j + 1 strings yi , yz ,..., 
be in the same equivalence class of RL . 
yj+i in L at least two (say yi, , yi,) must 
But ( yi, , y$,) E Ri implies that for each x E ,Z*, 
yi,X EL if and only if yi,x EL. This completes the proof that (a) implies (b). 
Next we prove that (b) implies (a). If (b) holds then L E d, . We assume, for the sake 
of contradiction, that rk(Ri) > j. Then there exist yi , yZ ,..., yj+i EL such that for each 
pair of strings yili yi, 1 < i1 < i2 < j + 1 ( yi, , yi,) $ RL . By definition of RL there must 
exist some x E Z such that exactly one of yilx, yi,x is in L. But yi, , yi, are both in L so 
x # (1. Hence x E Z+ and we have a contradiction to our assumption that (b) holds. 
Next we show that (d) implies (c). Assume (d) holds for L C Z* and j > 1. Then there 
exist DPDAs M,, , MI ,..., Mj where Mi = (Qi , 2, ri , h , qoi , Zoi , Fi), Fi=(fip..,f& 
for i = 0, 1 ,..., j, and for all i, i’, 0 < i ,( j, 1 < i’ <j, Lii, = {w E ,E* ( (qoi , Zoi) -+& 
i ou ;:;v =‘; W th t 1 oss of generality, we may assume Qi, n Qi, = 0, I’s1 n riZ = 0 
DLfine a& = (8, 2, r, 6 q. , Z. , F) where Q = LJo<i<j Qi u {q. , fi , f2 ,..., fJ, r = 
Uo<i<j ri U Vo , ZJ, F = {fi , fi ,..., fj} and 6 ’ cl fi is e ne as 0 ows. d f 11 
%o 3 4 Zo) = 6700 9 ZJoo> 
6(q,a,Z)=6,(q,a,Z)forqEQi,ZEri,aE~u{(II} 
s(fii’ 9 A~ zf> = (fi’ 9 zf) 
s(fir 9 A, zf> = (qoi’ 3 z,Z,C). 
It is not hard to verify that M is a DPDA and L = T(M, {Z,)) = T(M, r). 
To complete the argument, we prove that (c) implies (d). 
Let(c) hold forL Z Z* and j > 1. Then M = (Q, 2, I’, 8, q. , Z, , F),F = {fi, fi ,..., fj}> 
z, E r, L = T(M, {z,)) = T(M, r). AS sume, with no loss of generality, q. #F. Now 
define DPDA’s MO, MI ,..., Mj as follows. For 0 < i <j, Mi = (Q, C, r, Si , q. , Z, , F) 
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where %(qo , a, 2,) = S(fi , a, 2,) if i > 0 and S,(q, , a, 2,) = 6(q, , a, 2,). S,(f,,, fl, Z,)== 
(fit , rl) for all 1 < i’ < j and &(q, a, Z) = S(q, a,Z) for all qEQ, aEZIU{A}, ZEr 
such that (4, Z) $F x {Z,}. 
For all 0 < i <j, Mi is a DPDA and if we let, for each 1 < i’ <j, Lii, = {w E Z* , 
@lo ) zo> ‘ti (fir , (1)) then zi = (L,, , Liz ,..., Lij) is j-strict deterministic and 
L= u LOilLiliz ‘.’ Li,..li, . I 
.yw 
l<il,Z*.....lm<~ 
The next lemma will lead to a “conditional” closure result on various families of 
languages. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose L, , L, 2 Z*. Let L, E gi, , L, E gj, and let L = L, n L, . If 
LEA,, thenLEg* wherej =j&. 
Proof. Let L, E gi, , L, E gj, . Then L, E gj, and L, E Yjz . Hence there exist two 
U-automata A, = (Qi , 2, Si , qoi , Fi), i = 1,2 where Li = T(A,). Construct a U- 
automata A = (Q, Z, 6, q. , F) where Q = Q1 x Q2 , q. = (qol , qo2), F = Fl x F, and 
for all (ql y q2) E QI x Q2 , a E ,X, S((q, , qJ, a) = (S(q, , a), S(q, , u)). A simple induction 
shows that s((qol , qo2), 4 = Nqol , w), S(q,, , w)) for all w E J?*. It follows that w E T(A) 
if and only if w E T(A,) n T(A,). Hence L = T(A), and since A has 1 Fl x Fz 1 = 
j Fl / j F, 1 = jrja final states L E Zj for j = jljz . By the hypothesis of the lemma L E A, 
so we conclude that L E 9j , j = jljz . 1 
Lemma 4.2 may be used for the families A, and LR(0). 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose L, , L, are both in A, (respectively LR(0)). Then, ;fL = L, n L, 
is a deterministic language, it must also be in A, (respectively LR(0)). 
Proof. Let L, , L, E A, , L = L, n L, E A, . Then, for some ji , j, > 1, L, E sil and 
L, E Bj, . Using Lemma 4.1 L E 9j for j = j,ja so L E A, . 
Let &, L, E LR(O), L = L, n L, E A, . Then L, , L, E 9r and hence, by that lemma, 
L E J&.1 = LR(0). 1 
Note how the use of U-automata simplified the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
Next we establish an interesting connection between A, and the regular sets. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let L C .Z*. L undL = .Z* - L are both in A, if and only if L is regular. 
Proof. The if direction follows from the fact that A, contains all regular sets. 
Conversely suppose L, LEA, . Then by Theorem 3.1 rk(RJ and rk(Ri) are finite. 
So rk(Ri) = rk(RL) + rk(Ri) is finite and L is regular. 1 
If we denote by a, the family of languages L whose complement i; = z* - L is in A, , 
and if we let Reg denote the regular sets, we can rewrite this last result as follows. 
COROLLARY. A, n 6, = Reg 
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An interesting decidability question is whether or not one can determine, for a given 
language L E A, , the minimum j such that L E Bj . The following theorem shows that 
this is likely to be very hard. In fact even when we know that L E Bz it may be hard to 
decide whether or not L E gl . 
THEOREM 4.4. There is an algorithm to decide if a .92 language is in 9, if and only if 
there is an algorithm to decide if two deterministic languages are equal. 
Proof. This is a restatement of Corollary 4.8.1 in Geller and Harrison [2]. B 
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